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Abstract

Experiments have shown that the PVG dosifilm can be used as a routine dosimeter for gamma rays and
electron beam irradiation. The specific net absorbance of the irradiated PVG dosifilm is affected by the
irradiation temperature and relative humidity. The average value of the irradiation temperature coefficient in the
temperature range 18 to 55°C was found to be 0.008 of the response/°C. The relative humidity effect on the
irradiated PVG dosifilm can be neglected below 30% r.h., but the correction is necessary at higher relative
humidity. The average value of the coefficient is 0.006 of the response/% of r.h. in the range of 30% to 75% r.h
The irradiated PVG dosifilm must be stored for at least 24 hours after irradiation before reading due to the post-
irradiation effect. The total uncertainty in the dose measured by the PVG dosifilm is less than 10% for EB
irradiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The absorbed dose is an important parameter for the quality control of radiation
processing. With the growing interest in the use of electron beam processing, more attention
was drawn to the dose measurement for EB and more new requirements for quality control by
dosimetry were recognised. Some investigation of dosimeters for low energy electron beam
(<10 MeV) was carried out. Plastic dosifilm is suitable for radiation processing as a routine
dosimeter with its reasonable cost for the convenience of dose mapping and for the possibility
of file keeping. Its density is close to water and tissue, this makes it suitable for dose
measurements in a widespread materials. Dosifilm is particularly suited to the EB dose
measurement due to its small size. Present report is an investigation of the radiochromic PVG
dosifilm for absorbed dose measurement of low energy EB irradiation. A comparison of dose
responses for gamma rays and EB irradiation was carried out, meanwhile various effects
(including the irradiation temperature, relative humidity, post-irradiation effect, dispersion and
reproducibility) were tested and discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. PVG dosifilm

Suppliers:
Leuco-malachite green (LMG, SIGMA Co., USA)
Polyvinyl butyral (Tianjin Organic Chemistry Industrial Experimental Factory, China)
Alkyl halide (RX, AR, Tianjin, China).

Composition:

Content of LMG in PVB — 80 ^mol/g
The ratio of mass of RX and LMG — 0.5.
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The above materials were dissolved in mixed solvent (alcohol, water, ethyl acetate, etc.).
Films were cast by pouring the above solution on glass surface and dried. The thickness of
dried film was 40±5 urn.

The absorbance of dosifilm was measured by DMS-300 spectrophotometer (Vrian Ltd,
USA) at least one day after irradiation. Dosifilm thickness was measured by Elecont
micrometer Mitutoyo, JAPAN with a reproducibility of ±0.2 (am.

2.2. Irradiation

Cobalt-60 gamma ray facility with activity 5.5xlO14 Bq at BNU. The absorbed dose rate
was measured by Fricke and dichromate dosimeters.

BF-5 LINAC, Institute of Low Energy Physics, BNU, energy 3-5 MeV (variation ±5%),
current intensity 100 uA, pulse length 2 us, pulse frequency 500 pps, scan width 60 cm. The
absorbed dose was calibrated by a calorimeter and dichromate dosimeters for EB irradiation.
In order to approximate electron equilibrium conditions the PVG dosifilms were irradiated in
a polystyrene phantom for gamma rays and in a polystyrene water jacket for EB to maintain
constant temperature.

A water jacket with recycle water from a thermostat was used for keeping a given
constant temperature during irradiation. The temperature was read out from both
thermometers, which were put in the inlet and outlet of water jacket. The temperature
difference between both thermometers for each given temperature was less than 0.5°C during
irradiation. In front of dosifilm, the thickness of wall material (plastic) of water jacket plus the
thickness of water layer facing the electron beam was 10 mm.

Several plastic vials with various relative humidities were prepared for PVG dosifilms
irradiation. The relative humidity was 0%, 33.6%, 54.9% or 75.7% in each vial. Three PVG
dosifilms were placed in each vial at least one day before irradiation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. General characterization of PVG dosifilm

There are two absorption peaks (425 nm and 627 rnn) in the spectrum of the irradiated
PVG dosifilm. The absorbance values of the irradiated PVG dosifilm at these wavelengths
increased with increasing absorbed dose as shown in Fig. 1.

From the gamma ray curve (•), it can be seen that in the range of 5 to 100 kGy, the
specific net absorbance (AA/Thickness (mm"1)) increased with the increase of dose with the
sensitivity of 1.065. However, the absorbance was over 3 (transmission 0.001%) above
80 kGy, and it was difficult to increase beyond this. The electron curve (•) shows that the
sensitivity of PVG dosifilm irradiated by EB was 0.783 up to 150 kGy. The relationships of
the specific net absorbance vs. absorbed dose for PVG dosifilm irradiated at 20°C by gamma
rays and by EB are as follows:
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AA/Thickness (mm"1) = 2.40 + 1.065D - 0.002D2

AA/Thickness (mm"1) = 0.56 + 0.783D - 0.002D2

where, D is absorbed dose (kGy).

for cobalt-60 gamma rays (1)
for 3-5 MeV electrons (2)
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FIG. 1. Specific net absorbance (AA/Thickness (mm ')) vs. absorbed dose for PVG dosifilm
irradiated by cobalt-60 gamma rays (m) and by EB(*).

3.2. Influence of some factors on measurements of irradiated and unirradiated PVG
dosifilm

3.2.1. Colour development of PVG dosifilm irradiated by gamma rays and EB

There was post-irradiation effect for PVG dosifilm irradiated by both gamma rays and
EB, i.e. the colour of the irradiated PVG dosifilm was built up over a period of time. Figure 2
shows the colour built-up time at 627 nm for PVG dosifilm irradiated by gamma rays at room
temperature. The full colour built-up time of PVG irradiated by gamma rays at 15 kGy was
about 20 h. The full colour built-up time of PVG dosifilm irradiated by EB at 21.6 kGy and
65 kGy increased from 22 to 24 h (see Fig. 3).
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FIG. 2. The colour built-up time for PVG irradiated by yrays, absorbed dose 15 kGy.
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FIG. 3. The colour built- up time for PVG dosifilm irradiated by EB at different absorbed doses.
• -21.6kGy • -65kGy.

where,
AAj is the net absorbance of PVG dosifihn immediately after irradiation.
AAf is the net absorbance of PVG dosifilm later after irradiation.

Figure 4 shows the colour built-up time of PVG irradiated by EB at different storage
temperatures. The colour built-up time can be accelerated by increasing the storage
temperature, i.e. the colour development rate depends on the storage temperature. Figure 5
shows the relationship of full colour built-up time vs. storage temperature. It indicates that the
full colour built-up time is shortened at a rate of 0.4 to 0.5 h/°C at the same absorbed dose.
Generally, the irradiated PVG dosifihn must be stored at least 24 h after irradiation at room
temperature in order to ensure the reproducibility of results.
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FIG. 4. Colour built-up for PVG dosifilm, 65 kGy, at different storage temperatures;
35 °C, A-45°C.
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i<7G. 5. Relationship of colour development vs. storage temperature for PVG dosifilm at various
doses, m -8.6 kGy, •-21.6 kGy, A -28 kGy, T -65 kGy.

3.2.2. Comparison between the decay of ESR spectrum and the colour development of PVG
dosifilm

The PVG dosifilm, pure PVB, pure LMG, pure RX powder and mixture RX+LMG were
irradiated by EB, and the ESR signal measured immediately by JEOL-1X ESR spectrometer
to find the source of the RX* radical signal that appears in the ESR spectrum.

As shown in Table I, the pure PVB and pure LMG have no ESR signal, while the pure
RX and mixture RX+LMG have a quartet peak (each peak line width 15 G) with the ESR
signal intensity ratio 1:3:3:1. There was a singlet peak with line width about 60 G on ESR
spectrum of PVG dosifilm. The singlet peak of ESR signal of PVG dosifilm should be an
overlap spectrum, which consisted of RX* with another long-life radical signal. The colour
built-up of PVG dosifilm should be related to the transient species RX* from RX, then RX*
oxidized LMG to MG+.

TABLE I. ESR SPECTRA OF IRRADIATED PVG DOSIFILM AND OTHER MATERIALS

Irradiated samples
PVG dosifilm

Pure PVB
Pure LMG
PureRX

RX + LMG

ESR signal

no ESR signal
no ESR signal

JO*

SLO&c
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F/G. 6. Decay of radical of irradiated PVG dosifilm and of RX+LMG*-PVG, • -RX + LMG.
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FIG. 7. Reciprocal of concentration of radical RX" (1/C) of PVG dosifilm and of RX + LMG system
vs. radical decay time. U-PVG, 9-RX+ LMG.

The radical decay curves for the irradiated PVG dosifilm and the RX + LMG system are
shown in Fig. 6. The decay period of the radical is about 15 to 20 h. This decay period
coincides with the full colour built-up time (15 to 20 h) of the irradiated PVG dosifilm. Figure
6 indicates that the final concentration (about 8%) of the radical of the irradiated PVG
dosifilm (curve •) is higher than that of RX + LMG (about 4% on curve • ) . This may be
related to the fact that a portion of RX* radical did not oxidize to LMG to MG+, but transferred
to a long life radical (RX*—polymer), which should be a radical linked with polymer. The
reaction of RX* with LMG or with polymer as follows:

RX* + LMG > RX" + MG+ (3)
RX* + polymer > RX*—polymer (4)

Figure 7 shows the reciprocal of the radical relative concentration (1/C) vs. decay time
(h) of the RX + LMG system and the irradiated PVG dosifilm. Both curves are linear i.e. the
decay of RX* either from RX + LMG or from PVG dosifilm follows a secondary kinetic
reaction.

The full colour development and radical decay period showed that the readout of PVG
dosifilm was suitably taken at least one day after irradiation.
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3.2.3. Effect of irradiation temperature on PVG dosifilm

Figure 8 shows the specific net absorbance of PVG dosifilm vs. absorbed dose irradiated
by EB at various temperatures. Absorbed dose was calibrated by dichromate dosimeter and
calorimeter. According to Eq. (2), the absorbed dose (D) for the PVG dosifilm irradiated by
EB can be calculated from the specific net absorbance (AA/Thickness (mm"1)).

Curves with symbol • (35°C), A (45°C) and T (55°C) in Fig. 8 show that at the same
dose the specific net absorbance of the irradiated PVG dosifilm increased with increasing
irradiation temperature. Specific net absorbance of PVG dosifilm vs. irradiation temperature
for various doses are shown in Fig. 9. Data showed that the temperature coefficient of PVG
dosifilm from 20°C to 55°C was approximately +0.008 of the response/°C.
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FIG. 8. AA/Thickness (mm]) vs. absorbed dose at different irradiation temperatures.
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FIG. 9. AA/Thickness (mm ') vs. irradiation temperature at various absorbed doses.
• -11 kGy A-19.5 kGy • -29 kGy • -39 kGy.

\-4.3kGy

Thus, the value of the specific net absorption at any temperature can be expressed as follows:

AA/Thickness (t°C) (mm"1) = AA/Thickness(2o°c) (mm"1) [1 +(t°C - 20) x 0.008] (5)
where, the subscripts (t°C) and (20°C) refer to the temperature during irradiation.
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The experimental values ('Exp.) and the calculated values (2Cal or 3data) of
AA/Thickness (t°o (mm"1) for PVG dosifilm (i.e. calculated values from Eq. (5) and Eq. (2))
are listed in Table II. At 20°C, the deviation between 'Exp and 3data is about ± 2%. This
reflects the degree of goodness of fit for regression of Eq. (2). The deviation between 'Exp
and 2Cal values was about ± 5%. This reflects the experimental temperature correction. Total
deviation was less than 10%, i.e. less than the uncertainty of the routine dosimetry system.
Thus, Eqs (2) and (5) can be used to determine absorbed dose at any irradiation temperature
between 20 and 50°C.

TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL VALUE AA/THICKNESS (t°C) (mm"1) AND CALCULATED
VALUE BY EQ. (5) OF PVG DOSIFILM AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES.

Irradiation
temperature

20
35
45
55

10.9 kGy

AA/Thickness
(mm"1)
'Exp.
8.75

11.4
11.1
10.9

2Cal.
"8.82
10.06
10.94
11.81

19.4 kGy

AA/Thickness
(mm"')
'Exp.
14.26

17.6
16.5
19.3

2Cal.
"14.92
16.4
17.82
19.25

28 kGy

AA/Thickness
(mm"1)
'Exp.
20.54

23.2
23.7
25.2

2Cal.
"20.83
23.62
25.67
27.73

39 kGy

AA/Thickness
(mm1)

'Exp.
27.92
32.5
32.7
33.9

2Cal.
"27.42
32.11
34.9
37.6

Exp.- experimental values,
2 Cal. — the values calculated by Eq. (5),
"data — values calculated by Eq. (2).

3.2.4. Effect of relative humidity on PVG dosifilm for EB irradiation

The relationship of AA/Thickness (mm"') vs. dose at various relative humidity for
irradiated PVG dosifilm is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 indicates that at the same dose specific net
absorption increases with increasing relative humidity from 0% to 75.7%, with humidity
coefficient of about 0.006 of the response/% r.h. The change in the specific net absorption of the
irradiated PVG dosifilm for various doses from 0% to 33% r.h. was less than 4%, therefore the
effect of relative humidity on irradiated PVG dosifilm could be neglected below 33% r.h.
However, at higher relative humidity, the effect on PVG dosifilm irradiated by EB can not be
neglected, i.e. the value of the specific net absorption must be corrected by the coefficient
0.006/% r.h.

10 20 30 40

Absorbed dose (kGy)

FIG. 10. Specific net absorbance vs. absorbed dose at various relative humidity, T — 0% r.h. m -33.6%
r.h.%-54.9%r.h. • -75.7%r.h.
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FIG. 11. Specific net absorbance vs. relative humidity at various absorbed doses. • -ft 8 kGy
• -2 kGy A -4 kGy r-10 kGy + -17 kGy * -25 kGy x -38 kGy.

3.2.5. Effect of dye and additive on dosimetric characterization of PVG dosifilm

The concentration of the dye and additive affected the dosimetric characterization of
PVG dosifilm irradiated by gamma rays. The dose response sensitivity (AA/Thickness (mm"1)
vs. dose) increased from 0.102 to 1.522 with the increase of LMG concentration from 10~5 to
NT4 (mol/gpvB) in dose range from 1 kGy to 44 kGy (see Fig. 12). The dose response
sensitivity increased from 0.711 to 2.313 with the increase of the ratio LMG/RX from 0.5:1 to
2:1 (see Fig. 13). Effects of the concentration of the dye and additive on PVG dosifilm
irradiated by EB are currently under investigation.
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FIG. 12. Effect of LMG concentration on dose response sensitivity. LMG concentration: U-lxlO
J/no//gpvB • -•5 x
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FIG. 13 Effect of additive concentration on dose response sensitivity. LMG/RX:
A -1.5:1 v-2:l.

-0.5:1 •-!:!
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3.3. Stability and reproducibility of PVG dosifilm

3.3.1. Influence of storage condition on PVG dosifilm

The PVG dosifilm is slightly sensitized by sunlight. Figure 14 shows the change in
absorbance of unirradiated PVG dosifilm stored in dark and in room light. The change in
A/Ao was less than 3% in dark for more than two months, and was more than 5% in room
light. However, the absorbance changes significantly under sunlight. Thus, it is possible to
operate in room light, but it is preferred to store it in dark. Also, the absorbance increased by
about 20% when stored at 60°C for 24 h. Irradiated PVG dosifilm was stable for long term
storage at room temperature; the increase in absorbance was less than +3% over a period of
more than two months.

107
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FIG. 14. Effect of storage condition on unirradiated PVG dosifilm. • — stored at room
temperature in dark, o — stored at room temperature in room light.

3.3.2. Measurement dispersion of PVG dosifilm

A set of five PVG dosifilms was irradiated by gamma rays and also by EB. The
measurement readout dispersion were less than +4% in the absorbed dose range 5 to 140 kGy.
The dosimetric response of PVG dosifilm for every batch may be different. Therefore,
calibration is necessary for each batch. The dose response sensitivity for batches from J-11 to
J-24 was 1.065 ± 0.044 and 0.783 + 0.031 for gamma rays and EB, respectively, for the dose
range 5 to 100 kGy; thus, batch-to-batch variation is about 4%.

4. CONCLUSION

Experimental results have shown that the PVG dosifilm can be used as a routine
dosimeter for gamma rays and for EB irradiation. The dosimetric sensitivity (at 627 nm) of
PVG dosifilm irradiated by gamma rays was 1.065 ± 0.044 in the dose range from 5 to 100
kGy, and for EB it was 0.783 ± 0.031 in the dose range from 5 to 140 kGy. The relationships
of specific net absorbance vs. absorbed dose was found to be sub-linear. The specific net
absorbance of irradiated PVG dosifilm was affected by irradiation temperature and relative
humidity. The average value of the irradiation temperature coefficient was 0.008/°C in the
temperature range 20°C to 55°C. Relative humidity effect on irradiated PVG dosifilm can be
neglected below 30% r.h., but the correction was necessary at higher relative humidity by the
average value of the coefficient 0.006/% r.h.. The irradiated PVG dosifilm must be stored for
at least 24 h after irradiation before absorbance measurement due to the post-irradiation effect.
The total uncertainty in the dose measured by PVG dosifilm is less than 10% for EB
irradiation.
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